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Light shade shade
‘Light Shade Shade’ is a one way mirror that reflects its environment as well as concealing the chandelier within. 
When the light is turned on, the ‘Light Shade Shade’ reveals its unforeseen identity and projects the former beauty
that lies within.  

Designer Jurgen Bey (Droog design)
Year of design 1999
Material Semi-transparant mirror film shade, metal frame structure

An old lamp (available in many varieties)
Additional Light shade shade' mirrored shade is also available to buy separately
Product Codes Moooi, lighting, light shade shade, shade, MOLCH-D47-A + MOLLS-D47--

Moooi, lighting, light shade shade, shade, MOLAC-D70-A + MOLLS-D70--
Moooi, lighting, light shade shade, shade, MOLAC-D95-A + MOLLS-D95--

Detailing
The Light Shade Shade is part of the Moooi weer MOLLS-D47--
collection and may also be sold without the inner MOLLS-D70--
chandelier to breath life back to your aging chandelier. MOLLS-D95--

 
 

Colour

Semi-transparant mirror
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47cm 70cm 95cm
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Technical     

47 shade 70 shade 95 shade
E27x3 E14x5 E14x18
MAX 60w MAX 40w MAX 40w
Matt Candle with Candle with

tip tip

47 shade 70 shade 95 shade
H-90cm H-84cm H-84cm
W-50cm W-73cm W-98cm
D-50cm D-73cm D-98cm

1-Colli 1-Colli 1-Colli
2.7-Net 4.2-Net 9-Net
3.5-Gross 4-Gross 10.5-Gross

82
cm 75

cm 75
cm
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Photography
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Moooi store in Koln, Paris.

Cleaning Instructions
The Light shade shade lamps should first be cleaned with a dry cloth or duster to remove loose dust
particles. Once this hase been completed, a good non-smear glass cleaner and cloth can be used to enhance
the reflective sheen of the mirrored film.
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